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Take your magic from standard to standout!This is a book for the performing magician or variety
artist who is ready to get serious and move beyond using the standard lines. Ryan Kane
provides a step-by-step process to replace the stock and stolen jokes in your show with fresh
original content. It is the same process that he used to transform his act from a clone into
something he could be proud of.Follow in his footsteps to create more substantial, more
plentiful, and more original laughs for your show. Create an act you can take pride in calling your
own.Within these pages you will learn:• How to successfully identify, remove, and replace stolen
lines in your show with funny and original jokes• How to react to unexpected moments onstage
without relying on stock material, clichés, or easy gags• A super simple writing technique which
never fails to generate funny ideas• Over seventy real world situations you should have lines and
jokes prepared for• Practical tips to polish up your character and presentations for the modern
audience• How to transform generic lines of patter into original scripts• The exact types of jokes
you should be writing for each new routine• The Ten Commandments of Close-up Magic• The
four custom jokes you should be writing specific to every gig you bookAnd more!

"I was quite busy the day the book arrived. but Ryan's words pulled me in. It's clear - I'll be
recommending this book frequently." - Ken Weber"Are you an entertainer? Get it. Get it now!" -
Christopher Carter"If you guys are looking to freshen up your material right now and get rid of all
the hack lines you use, I cannot recommend this enough." - Colin McLeod
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WRITINGWANDERERSSPECIAL THANKS“Hello, my name is Ryan and I use stock material.
I’ve been using for as long as I have been performing magic. Pull out home videos of me at age
ten and there I am — reminding my audience “that at no time will my fingers leave my hands.”
Fast forward a few years and you can find me busking on the street, high on the influence of one-
liner curators such as Gazzo and The Butterfly Man. Even now, twenty years later — I still find a
few stock lines scattered around my show. I’m ashamed of them.“When was the last time you
used, Ryan? Be honest.”“I asked a kid if he had a note.”“A note?”“Yes. He joined my audience
late and I saw him walk up. So, I asked him ‘You’re late, do you have a note?'”“And what
happened then?”“The audience laughed.”“And how did that make you feel?”“Rotten.”“But they
laughed.”“Yes, but it was a hack line to say. And worse, I didn’t write it.”“But Ryan, they don’t
know that you didn’t write it. Like you said, they laughed.”“Yeah, but isn’t that wrong? And what if
someone had heard another performer say that line before? What will they think of me now?
What will they think of that other performer? Aren’t both of us now forever marked as hacks?
What if they think everything in my show is stock now? Why shouldn’t they think that?”“I believe
you may be overthinking this.”“Are you only saying that because you don’t know the answers
either?”“I don’t believe that the audience thinks about things like that.”“A few might.”“A few
might.”::A pondering silence::“Ryan, did you plan on saying the stock line?”“No.”“So, it was an ad
lib then. An improvisation. Nothing wrong with that.”“It wasn’t improvisation. I didn’t create it then
and there. I’d heard the line before. Hell, I’d said the line before. I knew the beats. There was no
risk, no art, no creativity. It was a cheap laugh. Like giving someone whom you love a lazy, last-
minute gift when you know they deserve better.”“Then why did you say it?”“I couldn’t help myself.
It’s hard to walk away from a laugh in that situation.”“Even though it’s the right thing to do?”“Even
though it’s the right thing to do.”::A second silence::“Well at least you’ve admitted you have a
problem. That’s a good first step.”“Do you think so?”“I do.”WELCOMEThe objective of this book
is narrow. It is intended for the performing magician who already has an established act and
repertoire, but who wants to get serious about moving beyond using stock, stolen, and hack



material.For years, I was ashamed of how many stock and stolen lines were in my show. They
were mostly holdovers from when I was much younger and didn’t know any better.Hack material
can be forgiven if it’s coming from a teenager. However, adults should know better. The
professional should be mortified of plagiarism.So, why don’t we move on? Why don’t we get
better? Well, it’s hard to crawl out of the hole. The challenge of walking away from jokes which
have worked for your entire career cannot be underestimated. There are no forces pressuring
magicians to ditch stock material. Your peers won’t ask it of you. Neither will your clients. You
must demand this higher standard for yourself. Regrettably, there are few resources on how to
do so.That’s why I wrote this book. To help. Because over the past several years, I’m pleased to
say that I have changed. I’ve worked diligently to purge the stock and stolen lines from my show
and create an act I truly feel proud of. But it took work. The work I’ll share here.My act is not the
most mind boggling, cutting-edge, profound magical performance you’ll ever see. My methods
are not revolutionary, nor am I breaking new ground with characterization or plot. But my act
receives love from the audience, feeds my family, and is my own. Plus, it’s pretty damn funny.
Funnier than my old show, for sure.In the following pages I will help you identify, remove, and
replace the stock lines in your show — just as I did.Along the way, we’ll also work to free your act
of many of the clichés and hack bits which have, no doubt, infected it. Then, we’ll wrap up with
some tips on creating your own material.The goal isn’t to transform your show into something
completely unrecognizable. I don’t want you to stop doing the cups and balls. I simply want you
to stop counting the balls in Roman. Every time you do, you’re robbing the audience, and
yourself, of enjoying a fresh new idea.Let’s get you to a point where you are genuinely proud of
your show.WHO ARE YOU?“There’s nothing wrong with using stock material to get your feet on
the ground.”– Paul ProvenzaIf you're using stock material to do magic, you’re riding a bike
with training wheels. That’s okay when you’re a beginner, but training wheels are for driveways
and neighborhood parks, not the X Games or the Tour de France. There comes a time to shed
the safety net and learn to balance yourself. In this case, that means writing your own lines and
presentations. The good thing is that once you learn this skill, just like riding a bike, you’ll always
be able to do it.Since you are reading this, you are most likely no longer a beginner.If you’ve
been doing magic for years in the double digits, you are no longer a beginner.If you’ve
performed at an annual event three years in a row, you are no longer a beginner.If booking your
act involves a tax form, you are definitely no longer a beginner.The time has come to remove the
training wheels you used to take your initial steps into magic. The next skill for you to learn isn’t
how to top-palm a card or how to project your voice to the back of the room. You have
demonstrated competency of the fundamentals required to perform magic. Now, it's time to learn
to write.WHO AM I?You’ve never heard of me. I’m underground.I bartended for less than two
years. Other than that, all of my income has come from performing magic for the general public
— mostly company parties, street shows, club and theatre appearances, and trade shows.I am
told that this makes me a pro.The fundamentals of my magic were born from the streets and in
high school cafeterias. Because of these cutthroat environments, I value bulletproof methods,



flexibility, and holding rapt attention from the moment I take the stage until my bow at the end.
My magic often intertwines rather complexly — with props, volunteers, and plots being set up
and called back upon in a nonlinear fashion so that there’s never a dull moment.Magic has
brought me to Las Vegas, London, New York, and Barcelona. I’ve lived in the San Francisco Bay
Area since 2007 and have enjoyed a residency at a downtown theatre for the past three
years.Currently, as I write these words, it is mid-March of 2020 and the world is in quarantine.I
have used my time at home to compile this book. I urge you to use your time to disinfect your
show of all the stolen material it has accumulated over the years.Don’t just do it for you. Do it for
your audience.BUT EVERYONE STEALS!If you are not convinced that stealing is wrong,
comedian and juggler Scott Meltzer offers two additional reasons to create your own stuff:“1:
Stolen jokes are lost opportunities.“2: If you do generic material you will look like a generic
act.“Every stolen or generic joke you put in your show is one less chance to come up with a new
and original joke. You learn to write jokes by practicing. Every time you steal a joke, you’re
preventing yourself from practicing.” [1]- Scott MeltzerPART I: THE SCRIPT“Hold out your
hand. No, the clean one.”“What’s your name? That’s correct."“Do you want me to tell you when
the jokes are coming, or when they’ve already been?”“Sign your name… and your phone
number.”“Do you want to change your mind or are you happy with the mind you have?“Examine
the rope. That’s enough!"- Not YouStock lines address common props, characters, and
situations every magician interacts with regularly. On one hand, this is part of why we laugh and
connect with such jokes. Mutual familiarity is a backbone of comedy, so it’s only natural that
these lines would appeal to the magician who has never heard them before.When you were a
fledgling magician, you had heard the standard lines. They’ve infected our conferences, our
teaching material, our Magic Castle shows, our FISM acts — not to mention performances of
lesser caliber and prestige. One really can’t avoid them.That means every magician with a
cursory education in our art walks onstage with these parasites nestled into our head. We can’t
help but know the lines and, unlike expensive props or time-consuming sleight of hand, they
don’t take any effort to deploy. One simply recites them from memory at the proper moment and
the deed is done. An otherwise empty moment is filled with a decent laugh.Stock lines tend to
rear their ugly heads in an empty moment that is otherwise vacuous, flat and awkward. You
stumble upon a moment that you're not exactly sure what to do with, so you solve your problem
by parroting a line you've heard before. Sometimes these moments are found in rehearsal, but
oftentimes they happen in the moment during a live performance.The performer reaches the
empty moment in their show and, struggling for something to fill the space with, plugs it with a
stock line from memory. Momentum maintained. Crisis averted. Ego sustained.And once that
void is satiated, it is unlikely that the stolen line will be voluntarily omitted nor an original idea
substituted.BUT IT’S IN THE PUBLIC DOMAIN!Again, I’ll let Scott Meltzer handle this:"There
are a whole lot of jokes and bits out there that many performers consider public domain. But
what makes a joke public domain?“The answer for many jugglers seems to be: When enough
other jugglers have stolen it.“It seems to work like this: Someone comes up with a new line. A



few unethical performers see it, like it, and just steal it. Soon, a bunch of perfectly ethical young
jugglers all over the country see five or six other jugglers doing the line and each thinks, 'I guess
that bit must be public domain so I can do it too.' And each time that happens the bit becomes
even more generic.My suggestion to you is that instead of being the person who thinks, ‘That bit
is public domain so I can do it too,’ you should be the one who thinks, ‘That bit is public domain
so I don’t want to do it because I don’t want to be generic.’”[2]- Scott
MeltzerPERSISTENCEStock lines persist because they are effective. They’ve often been
sanded down to the most direct wording and length. They typically aren’t dependent on a
specific character, costume, tone, or venue, meaning they can be co-opted into a wide variety of
contexts.Magic culture encourages the recycling of these old bits into our shows. I recall
emceeing a lineup of magicians ranging from accomplished amateur to polished professional.
The show was running far too long and I lamented backstage to a magician friend that I wished I
had something in my repertoire which would allow the audience to get up and stretch.
Immediately, my friend suggested a half dozen examples of such routines that I could do that
very night. I explained that I wanted to create my own solution to the problem and not rip off
someone else. His response was, “Totally, but until you come up with your own thing, you should
just do this.”From my observations, that is emblematic of the advice which pervades the culture
of magic and holds us all back. This mindset is how we build our shows and is the guidance we
give others when trying to build theirs: “You’ll come up with your own thing eventually, but for
now, just do so-and-so’s old bit.”How many acts today are still doing so-and-so’s old bit having
never taken the time to create their own thing?THIS IS A BOOK ON LYRICS AND
MELODIESYour words should be original — not necessarily your tricks. To insist that each
magician create their own plots and methods is akin to expecting every musician to invent their
own instrument. Nobody benefits from this, least of all the audience. Billy Joel didn’t conceive of
the piano, nor did he author the first love song. He took these established devices and built upon
them with his lyrics and melodies.The vast literature of legerdemain is at your fingertips and it is
your responsibility to not only find the most deceptive methods and tricks possible, but to
execute them flawlessly. Buy the best instruments you can and use them to create new music.
Don’t get sidetracked trying to reinvent the guitar.THINGS TO NEVER PERFORM●
Unpublished jokes● Unpublished tricks● Unpublished routines● Unpublished
presentations● Another performers’ whole show or act● Oil & Water tricksBut how does
one get rid of stock lines and create a more original act? Well, here’s how I did it.STEP 1: SPOT
THE INFECTIONS“You cannot reach your fullest potential until you critically analyze yourself on
video.”– Ken WeberYour work begins now.Find an audio recording of your whole show or a
part of your show[3]. Video is fine too, but make sure you can hear your voice clearly. It is best for
this to be a live performance with an audience.Go do this now. While you’re at it, grab a pen and
paper or a laptop. You’ll be writing throughout this book and the main sections all require
homework on your part. I’ll give you fun, auxiliary essays to read in the interim, but get used to
setting this text aside between chapters to work on your show.Go!RECORD EVERY



SHOWAudio record every show. My good friend, juggler, and comedy writer Thomas John
turned me onto the Just Press Record app for Apple Watch. It’s the best five bucks I’ve ever
spent on an app. I’ve performed at Santa Cruz Beach Boardwalk, with noisy roller coasters
merely a few feet away from me, yet I capture every line of my show clearly.I put the record
button on the home screen of my watch. That means, as the app’s name suggests, I can just
press record the moment before I walk out on stage to capture my show’s audio. I can also leave
voice memos to myself whenever I have an idea for a joke or trick, but don’t have my notebook
nearby.Find a similar system for yourself.I’ve never met a performer who enjoys listening to or
watching recordings of their show. However, all the best performers routinely do so.Make it a
habit of listening to recordings of every show you do. Jot down notes for yourself, especially any
of the following:● Stock or stolen lines you said● Filler phrases you are overusing(Early on,
I’d say “perfect” after every other sentence.)● Opportunities to write new jokes● Anything
funny an audience member said which might be written into the show● Funny ad libs you
made which might become regular bits
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R. Sawyer, “Great advice for any performer, and a fun read!. Full disclosure: First, author Ryan
Kane is a friend with whom I've been privileged to work on stage in cabaret shows. Second, I'm a
musician, not a magician (and no jokes, please, about how I can make intonation or consistent
tempo "disappear"). That said, this a a really good book for anyone who gets in front of
audiences, whether magician, musician, comedian, event host, corporate trainer, or whatever.
While Kane focuses on the patter used by magicians as they go through their tricks, his way of
thinking about preparation, anticipation, and matching one's humor to one's audience imparts
thought-provoking wisdom to anyone who gets on a stage and wants to relate to his or her
audience. Things like avoiding the same tired jokes (e.g., thanks to Kane, when a bandleader
hands me a new chart during a performance I'll never again say, "hey ... what are all of these
funny dots with the little tails on 'em??"). And things like how to be up-to-date and topical without
belittling an audience member's beliefs or feelings. And when it comes to sexuality and gender
identification, were any of us ever so insensitive as to make some sort of joke out of something
so personal to someone in the room? I love the way that Kane reveals his thoughts, making the
reader feel as though he or she is sitting in Kane's living room, chatting and enjoying his
company. Two things I could have wished for, however: First, while I can't speak to the Kindle
edition, the print-on-demand edition is pretty large print and spacing, trying to make into a larger-
appearing book something that would have been really neat as a smaller, pocket-sized, book
that would be fun to carry around. Second, Kane is not only a wonderful magician, but is also a
really, really funny guy. The book would have been a tad better if he'd included a wider range of
his own lines, with more explanation about how he came to write them, and how they've evolved
and been adapted over time. But all in all, this is a great book that challenges the reader to do
his or her homework, and think really seriously about his or her presentation. Bravo!”

David, “Not just for magicians, but for all live entertainers.. Just finished reading “Out of Stock” by
Ryan Kane. The only mistake with his new book is the sub-title “A Magician’s Guide”. I would
disagree and suggest that ANY performing artist that interacts with a live audience with no fourth
wall WILL find value in this book. I advise any artist who already has a few routines buy this
book. If not to use for yourself, then to repeat the valuable advice:“Freedom of speech does not
mean freedom from consequence or even censorship. It just means that those consequences
can’t come from the government. They’ll come from Twitter.”This isn’t a passive book either... it
is strongly recommended, from the beginning, that one read this book WITH a recording (audio/
video) of their entire act. As Ryan uses each chapter to provide yet another tactic to re-analyze,
re-construct, or just re-write completely. The writing is clearly in his own voice, and he is not
afraid to touch on “hard-knock” topics such as, proper use of pronouns, what sexual harassment
looks like, having empathy for your audience and individual volunteers. Ryan isn’t afraid to
humbly use his own personal experiences (good & bad) as a means to drive a point home. I



found just as much knowledge in the footnote as much as in the body... often times this is where
I could clearly interpret the nonchalant personality one encounters when meeting Ryan
personally. In the end... I appreciate how Ryan keeps most things black and white with clearly
defined rules. That’s where his expertise comes to fruition, having the knowledge and
confidence to put these time tested practices to work, succeed, and then share his experiences.
Buy this book!(Also, buy Ken Weber’s “Maximum Entertainment” [Ryan’s words... not mine])”

Brian Reaves, “Good insights. The book offers good insights into creating your own lines and
getting rid of those old stale ones in your act. The fonts and spacing make it obvious this could
have been a much thinner volume but that doesn't detract from the value of the message. If you
are willing to be brutally honest with yourself and truly want to improve your show to make you
unique rather than a magician parroting other people's material, this will help you get there.”

Abe Carnow, “Fulfills its mission. This is a useful book about writing your own lines, and ridding
your act and the world of stock lines. The book is very helpful in accomplishing this mission. This
book is not only useful for magicians, but also for teachers and speakers and, dare I say it, all of
us. It encourages novel and independent thinking and gives practical steps to become more
original. It is very helpful, worth the money, and worth the read. I've never seen the performer
work. He does certainly know whereof he speaks.”

Michael ross, “Worth the read for beginners & experienced pros.. Well written. Good examples.”

The book by Ryan Kane has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 32 people have provided feedback.
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